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Chapter 1

Istanbul Pitch

Murat stood tall and confident as he presented his innovative e-

commerce idea to a group of investors in Istanbul. His sharp brown 

eyes sparkled with determination and ambition as he spoke, his lean 

frame exuding a sense of strength and purpose.

         Across from him sat Tolga, his main competitor, with piercing 

green eyes filled with skepticism and doubt. Tolga was well-built and 

imposing, with short black hair that framed his chiseled face. He had 

been a formidable presence in the industry for years, and Murat knew 

that winning him over would be a major victory.

         Despite the discouragement from some of the investors, Murat 

remained unfazed in his pursuit of success. He believed in his idea 

wholeheartedly and was ready to do whatever it takes to make it thrive. 

This was his chance to make a name for himself in the business 

industry and he wasn't going to let anything stand in his way.

         The investors themselves were a diverse group, each with their 

own interests and motivations driving them forward. Some were 

impressed by Murat's vision, recognizing its potential for growth and 

profitability. Others were hesitant to invest their money into a risky 

venture, unsure of the concept's feasibility and marketability.

         But Murat remained resolute. He had done his research and knew 

that his e-commerce platform would disrupt the market in a major way. 

It was an idea born out of his own frustration with traditional retail 

stores that offered limited selection and high prices. And he was 

convinced that he could capitalize on the growing trend of online 

shopping by creating a platform that offered a wider variety of products 
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at more affordable prices.

         As he continued to speak, Murat could feel the weight of the room 

shifting ever so slightly in his favor. He had honed his pitch to 

perfection, anticipating every possible objection or question that might 

be raised by the investors. He knew that winning them over would 

require both passion and expertise - something that he was more than 

capable of delivering.

         And yet, as the meeting drew to a close, there was still a sense of 

uncertainty in the air. The investors were hesitant to commit to such a 

risky venture, especially with so many unknown factors at play. But 

Murat refused to give up hope. He knew that success in business often 

required taking bold risks and betting on one's own talents and abilities.

         As he left the meeting room, a sense of determination burned 

within him. He had faced skepticism and doubt before, but he had 

always managed to overcome it with his unwavering belief in himself 

and his vision. And this time would be no different. With grit and 

perseverance, Murat was ready to take the business world by storm - 

one innovative idea at a time.
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